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Intracules in position space, momentum space and phase space have been calculated for low-lying
excited states of the He atom, Be atom, formaldehyde and butadiene. The phase-space intracules
~Wigner intracules! provide significantly more information than the position- and momentum-space
intracules, particularly for the Be atom. Exchange effects are investigated through the differences
between corresponding singlet and triplet states. ©2004 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1690233#

I. INTRODUCTION

Much of modern electronic structure theory is based on
the one-electron densityr~r !. The relative simplicity ofr~r !
compared to the many electron wave functionC(r i) leads to
computationally cost effective methods. Furthermore, chemi-
cally useful information can be more easily gleaned from
r~r !. However, this simplicity comes at a price, and when
C(r i) is reduced tor~r ! much information is lost. In particu-
lar, it is often valuable to retain explicit two-electron infor-
mation. Intracules are two-electron distribution functions and
are an intermediate quantity betweenr~r ! andC(r i).

The intracule densityI (u), represents the probability
density for the interelectronic vectoru5r12r2 :

I ~u!5E r2~r1 ,r2!d~r122u!dr1dr2 , ~1!

wherer2(r1 ,r2) is the two-electron density. A simpler quan-
tity is the spherically averaged intracule density

P~u!5E I ~u!dVu , ~2!

which measures the probability that two-electrons are sepa-
rated by ascalar distanceu5uuu.

Position intracules have received considerable attention
from a number of authors.1–37 Much of this work has been
concerned with studying the difference between intracules
for correlated and uncorrelated wave functions, the so-called
Coulomb hole.2 The moments of position intracules for a
large number of atoms based on numerical Hartree–Fock
~HF! wave functions have been reported by Koga and
Matsuyama.30,31 More recently, the computation of HF posi-
tion intracules for large systems has been described and
implemented.33 Molecular position intracules generally have
a number of distinct features that correspond to the underly-
ing molecular framework.35

Analogous quantities can be defined in momentum
space.Ī (v) represents the probability density of a relative
momentum vectorv5p12p2 :

Ī ~v!5E p2~p1 ,p2!d~p122v!dp1dp2 , ~3!

where p2(p1 ,p2) is the momentum two-electron density.
Similarly the spherically averaged intracule

M ~v !5E Ī ~v!dVv ~4!

is a measure of the probability that two electrons will have
relative momentumv5uvu. We have adopted the notation
outlined previously,38 andP(u) is called the position intrac-
ule and its counterpart the momentum intracule is denoted
M (v).

Research involving momentum intracules has closely
followed that for position intracules.28,39–59 Much of the
early work, including the study of the Coulomb hole, was
done by Banyard and co-workers.39–42,44–47Molecular HF
momentum intracules for relatively large systems have been
reported.59 Generally, these intracules are smooth functions
that lack the well-defined structure of their position space
counterparts.

Recently, a new joint positionand momentum intracule,
called the Wigner intraculeW(u,v), has been defined38

W~u,v !5E W2~r1 ,p1 ,r2 ,p2!d~r122u!d~p122v!

3dr1dr2dp1dp2dVudVv , ~5!

whereW2 is the second-order reduced Wigner function60–62

W2~r1 ,p1 ,r2 ,p2!5
1

p6 E r2~r11q1 ,r12q1 ,r21q2 ,

r22q2!e22i ~p1•q11p2•q2! dq1dq2 .

~6!

The Wigner intracule is a measure of the combined probabil-
ity that electrons are separated byu with relative momentum
v. W(u,v) is related to the position and momentum intrac-
ules through

P~u!5E
0

`

W~u,v !dv, ~7!
a!Electronic mail: nick.besley@nottingham.ac.uk
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M ~v !5E
0

`

W~u,v !du, ~8!

Hartree–FockW(u,v) have been presented for a number
of systems.38,63 Wigner intracules often have a number of
distinct features that can be attributed to interactions between
electrons in particular orbitals.38

Work involving intracules has generally focused on at-
oms and molecules in their ground electronic states. How-
ever, it is also of interest to examine intracules for electroni-
cally excited states since this provides insight into changes in
the electronic distribution upon excitation. Both position and
momentum intracules for a variety of excited states of He
have been studied in detail.8,10,11,14,16,18,22,28,30,31,42,49,64,65Part
of the motivation for these studies was to examine the Cou-
lomb hole and the difference in intracule density between
singlet and triplet states. These difference intracules are re-
lated to the Fermi hole66 and provide insight into the effects
of exchange. In early work, position intracules for the singlet
and triplet S(1s2s) states of He were reported.9,64 It was
found that the Coulomb hole for the excited states is more
complex than the Coulomb hole of the ground state. Katriel8

showed that for He there is a reduction of the probability of
finding electrons close together in the3P(1s2p) state com-
pared to the corresponding singlet state. However, there is a
considerable increase in finding electrons at moderate sepa-
ration and a reduced probability of large separations. This
was consistent with the counter-intuitive observation that the
interelectronic repulsion is greater in the higher multiplicity
term.67 The lower energy of the triplet state arises from an
increase in the electron-nucleus attraction. It has been noted
that the physical origin of this ‘‘reverse correlation’’ behavior
is associated with the large size of the 2p orbital.68 Similar
observations were found for the1Pu and3Pu states of H2 .11

This behavior was confirmed in a subsequent study18 in
which position intracules were generated for the singlet and
triplet P(1s2p) states of He-like ions (He→Mg101) from
accurate correlated wave functions. The increase in interelec-
tronic repulsion on the inclusion of electron correlation was
found to decrease as the nuclear charge of the ions increased.
In a related study,16 Regier and Thakkar presented position
intracules for the singlet and tripletS(1s2s) and P(1s2s)
states of He-like ions. This showed very small interelectronic
separations to be more likely in the singlet state due to the
presence of the Fermi hole in the triplet state. This tendency
increased with the nuclear charge of the ion. Furthermore,
bothP(1s2p) andS(1s2s) states showed qualitatively simi-
lar behavior. It was also suggested that the local maximum
found in the intracule for the1S(1s2s) state arises from the
nodal structure of the wave function rather than the absence
of the Fermi hole. Position and momentum intracules were
reported for the1P(1s2p) and3P(1s2p) states of He based
on wave functions consisting of a linear combination of
Slater determinants.28 Although derived from less accurate
wave functions, the singlet–triplet difference of the position
intracule was found to be similar to the near-exact curve
presented earlier by Regier and Thakkar.16 The correspond-
ing momentum intracules showed there to be greater prob-
ability of low relative momentum in the singlet state.

Coulomb holes for excited states of the Be-like ions
have been reported,10 where, as expected, the triplet states
generally possess shallower Coulomb holes than the singlet
states. Koga, Matsuyama, and co-workers30,31 studied posi-
tion and momentum intracules for the group 14, 15, and 16
atoms. States with higher angular momentum were found to
have an increased probability of finding pairs of electrons
separated by a short distance. Recently,69 position intracules
derived from correlated wave functions have been reported
for a number of excited states of Be-like ions. The difference
intracules between the singlet and triplet states showed quali-
tatively different behavior depending on the nuclear charge.
The 1P(2s2p) –3P(2s2p) intracule for Be showed a nega-
tive region at lowu and a positive region at highu. For the
ions C21→Ne61 this behavior was reversed, with a positive
region at lowu. While like Be, B1 showed a negative region
at low u; at long range its behavior differed from Be.

While a limited class of excited states can be studied
using HF theory, in order to generate arbitrary excited states
it is necessary to go beyond the HF approximation. In this
article, we describe the computation of position, momentum,
and Wigner intracules for the configuration interaction in the
space of all singly excited determinants~CIS! wave function.
This allows intracules to be computed for atoms and mol-
ecules in electronically excited states for relatively large mo-
lecular systems in position, momentum, and phase space.
The CIS method contains no description of dynamic electron
correlation. This is illustrated by the correlation energies for
CIS and coupled cluster~CCSD! wave functions shown in
Table I. These show there is only a relatively small energy
difference between the HF and CIS wave functions, while
the CCSD wave function introduces a significant correction.
However, intracules derived from the CIS wave function
should be qualitatively similar to those from more exact
wave functions. Furthermore, intracules from uncorrelated
wave functions can be used to evaluate correlation
energies.70 The computation of intracules for CIS wave func-
tions using Gaussian basis functions within Q-Chem71 is de-
scribed. Subsequently, position, momentum, and Wigner in-
tracules for a number of excited states of atomic and
molecular systems are presented and discussed. The effects
of exchange are also examined in position, momentum, and
phase space through the evaluation of the difference intracule
densities between singlet and triplet states. Atomic units are
used throughout.

II. THEORY

The computation ofP(u),33 M (v),59 and W(u,v)63

have been described in detail elsewhere, consequently, only a
brief description is given here.

If the molecular orbitals are expanded within a basis set

TABLE I. Correlation energies~in au! for the lowest triplet states.

System CIS/6-311G CCSD/6-311G

Be 10.001 20.001
Formaldehyde 10.040 20.192
Butadiene 20.016 20.380
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ca~r !5(
m

N

cmafm~r !, ~9!

the intracules can be expressed as

P~u!5 (
mnls

Gmnls~mnls!P , ~10!

M ~v !5 (
mnls

Gmnls~mnls!M , ~11!

W~u,v !5 (
mnls

Gmnls~mnls!W , ~12!

where Gmnls is the two-particle density matrix and
(mnls)P , (mnls)M , and (mnls)W are the position, mo-
mentum, and Wigner integrals, respectively:

~mnls!P5E fm~r !fn~r !fl~r1u!fs~r1u!drdVu ,

~13!

~mnls!M5
v2

2p2 E fm~r !fn~r1q!fl~q1u!fs~u!

3 j 0~qv !drdqdu, ~14!

~mnls!W5
v2

2p2 E fm~r !fn~r1q!fl~r1q1u!

3fs~r1u! j 0~qv !drdqdVu . ~15!

The evaluation of these integrals is the difficult step
when computing intracules. For Gaussian basis functions,
integrals involving basis functions of arbitrary angular mo-
mentum can be generated by the differentiation of the inte-
gral over fours-functions.72 Position and momentum inte-
grals can be expressed in terms of relatively simple closed
form expressions. For the Wigner integrals no simple closed
form expression could be found for the@ssss#W integral,
consequently, the evaluation of these integrals is consider-
ably more problematic. Two approaches were adopted, the
first used quadrature, while the second expressed the inte-
grals in terms of an infinite series.63

Intracules can then be generated through the two-particle
density matrix. For HF wave functions,Gmnls can be ex-
pressed as

Gmnls
HF 5 1

2@PmnPls2Pms
a Pnl

a 2Pms
b Pnl

b #, ~16!

wherePmn , etc. are the HF density matrix elements. In our
implementation, we follow the work of Maurice and
Head-Gordon73 for the construction of the CIS two-particle
density matrix.Gmnls

CIS is expressed in terms of the HF den-
sity matrix, the CIS difference density matrix, and the atomic
orbital representation of the CIS amplitudes. The CIS differ-
ence density matrix includes effects due to the relaxation
arising from the use of HF orbitals in the CIS procedure.
These matrices are evaluated and stored for all the excited
states. For each batch of integrals evaluated, contraction with
Gmnls

CIS is performed with the elements ofGmnls
CIS evaluated on

the fly. Consequently, the storage of the four-index two-
particle density matrix is not required. The relative cost of

this digestion of the integrals with the two-particle density
matrix is small in comparison to the evaluation of the inte-
grals. As a result, intracules for a number of states can be
evaluated with little additional cost. This has been imple-
mented within Q-Chem.71

III. INTRACULES FOR HE-LIKE IONS

Figure 1 shows the position, momentum, and Wigner
intracules for the ground state and3S(1s2s) and 1S(1s2s)
states of He. The ground state intracule is generated at the
HF level with the split-valence 6-3111G74 basis set and the
two excited states from the CIS/6-3111G wave function.75

The ground state intracules have been discussed
previously.38,59The momentum intracule is more diffuse than
the position intracule and the Wigner intracule is positive
everywhere and has one peak with a maximum at (u,v)
'(1.1,1.6). The intracules for the two excited states are
strikingly different.

P(u) intracules for He-like ions have been discussed in
detail in the literature.8,9,16,18,22,64For the 3S(1s2s) state,
P(u) is dominated by one peak whose maximum occurs at
largeru than for the ground state. At the CIS level, the peak
maximum moves from 1.1 au in the ground state to 3.2 au in
the 3S(1s2s) state. This illustrates the increased interelec-
tron separation between electrons in the 1s and 2s orbitals.
Near the origin, the intracules decay asu4 instead of qua-
dratically as seen for the ground state. This short-range be-
havior is related to the electron–electron cusp~this has been
described in detail elsewhere16,17!. P(u) for the 1S(1s2s)
state is bimodal. The bimodal nature ofP(u) for the
1S(1s2s) state has been observed previously in intracules
derived from correlated wave functions.9,64 In these intrac-
ules, the relative size of the two peaks differs from the CIS
intracule presented here, with the peak at lowu being con-
siderably smaller than the peak at largeru. This may be a
consequence of the uncorrelated nature of the CIS wave
function, however, the relative size of the two peaks is also
sensitive to the extent of the diffuse basis functions. This
bimodal behavior has been attributed to the nodal structure
of the wave function for this state.16 The radial distribution

FIG. 1. Position, momentum, and Wigner intracules for He. Bottom row:
ground state, middle row:3S(1s2s) state, top row:1S(1s2s) state. Negative
contours are represented with broken lines.
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function for the 2s orbital shows two distinct peaks. Conse-
quently, electrons in the 2s orbital have a significant prob-
ability of being close to the nucleus as well as much further
away. ForP(u) the peak at lowu describes the interaction
between the electrons in the 1s and 2s orbitals when the 2s
electron is close to the nucleus, while the outer peak de-
scribes the 1s/2s interaction when the 2s electron is further
from the nucleus. In general, the number of peaks in position
intracule densities can be predicted from a screened hydro-
genic model, although additional peaks at lowu are found in
S states.22

The momentum intracules for the3S(1s2s) and
1S(1s2s) states have one and two peaks, respectively. How-
ever, for the singlet state the origin of the two peaks is re-
versed relative to its position space counterpart. The Wigner
intracule has one large positive peak at~3.1,1.3!. At low u
and v there is a shallow negative region. This arises as a
consequence of HF exchange which keeps electrons of the
same spin apart. The small negative regions in Wigner intra-
cules highlight the fact that the Wigner distribution can only
be regarded as a ‘‘quasi probability distribution.’’ For the
1S(1s2s) state the Wigner intracule shows the two peaks
clearly, with a small negative region in between. There is
also significant intracule density at lowu and v, since for
CIS electrons of opposite spin are not correlated.

The effects of exchange are more clearly illustrated
by the difference intraculesDP(u)5P(u)(1S(1s2s))
2P(u)(3S(1s2s)), and similarly for DM (v) and
DW(u,v), which are shown in Fig. 2.DP(u) is qualitatively
similar to corresponding intracules derived from more accu-
rate wave functions.16 However, there are differences in the
relative size of the peaks.DP(u) shows clearly that there is
a reduced probability of smallu in the triplet state. This has
been shown to be true for a large number of states.22 This is
what would be generally anticipated. There is also a greater

probability of largeu in the singlet state.DM (v) has similar
structure toDP(u). Consequently, there is also a reduced
probability of low v in the triplet state. These changes are
illustrated nicely byDW(u,v). In phase space there are two
positive peaks at~1.0,2.3!, ~3.5,0.8!; these represent the
lower chance of finding electrons at smallu and v in the
triplet state, respectively. The negative peak at~2.5,1.5!
shows an increase in moderateu andv in the triplet state.

For the He-like ions,DP(u) and DM (v) have qualita-
tively the same form. However, as the nuclear charge in-
creases,DP(u) becomes more compact andDM (v) more
diffuse. This reflects the smaller orbitals and greater speeds
of the electrons as the nuclear charge increases. The corre-
spondingDW(u,v) ~Fig. 3! change significantly as nuclear
charge increases. The three peaks remain but they are in-
creasingly stretched in thev direction and squashed to lowu.

IV. INTRACULES FOR BE-LIKE IONS

Figure 4 shows CIS/6-311G ~HF/6-311G for the
ground state! intracules for the singlet excited states of Be.
The ground state intracule has been discussed in detail
elsewhere.38 The three peaks in the Wigner intracule arise
from the 1s/1s ~0.5,3.4!, 1s/2s ~2.1,2.3!, and 2s/2s ~2.9,0.8!
interactions.

The intracules shown for Be are for excited states in
which an excitation has occurred from the 2s orbital. Con-

FIG. 2. He1S(1s2s) –3S(1s2s) difference intracules. Negative contours
are represented with broken lines.

FIG. 3. 1S(1s2s) –3S(1s2s) Wigner difference intracules for Be21 ~top!,
C41 ~middle!, and Ne81 ~bottom!. Negative contours are represented with
broken lines.
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sequently, the peak describing the 1s/1s interaction should
remain almost unchanged. The Wigner intracules confirm
this. The location of the 1s/2s peak remains constant al-
though the size of the peak decreases. As anticipated, most of
the changes in the intracules are associated with the 2s/2s
peak. For the intrashell excitation to the 2p orbital no new
peaks can be distinguished in the intracules but there is a
distinct elongation of the~2.9,0.8! peak in theu direction.
This peak now corresponds to the 2s/2p interaction. For the
intershell excitations to the 3s and 3p orbitals, distinct new
peaks can be distinguished. This is a consequence of the 3s
and 3p orbitals being considerably more diffuse. For the
1S(2s3s) state, the new peaks at~7.0,2.0! and~8.0,0.3! cor-
respond to the 1s/3s and 2s/3s interactions, respectively, and
similarly the 1s/3p and 2s/3p interactions for the1P(2s3p)
state.

The corresponding position intracules for these states
show a well-defined shell structure. In particular, a third peak
at largeu is clearly seen for the1S(2s3s) and 1P(2s3p)
states. However, while three peaks can be seen in the mo-
mentum intracule for the1S(2s3s) state, for the1P(2s3p)
state these peaks have begun to merge and only two can be
distinguished.

Recently, difference intracules1P(2s2p) –3P(2s2p)
have been reported by Ga´lvez et al.69 for the Be-like ions.
These intracules showed some unexpected features. For Be,
DP(u) is negative at lowu and positive at highu. This
suggests that the electrons tend to be closer in the triplet state
than the singlet state. This is contrary to the common under-
standing of exchange, which should keep electrons of the
same spin further apart. For the ions C21→Ne61 the more
expected result of positive and negative peaks at low and
high u, respectively, was found. The correspondingDP(u),
DM (v), andDW(u,v) for Be are shown in Fig. 5. Again,
DP(u) has a negative region at lowu. It is also long ranged,

extending significantly to largeu. DM (v) is shorter ranged
and has a positive peak at lowv suggesting, as expected, that
low v is disfavored in the triplet state. A study of the Cou-
lomb hole for Be, B1, and C21 also showed unexpected
behavior for Be.10 It was found that the average interelec-
tronic separation between the 1s/2s and 2s/2s pairs de-
creased in the correlated wave function of the1P(1s2p)
state. For B1 and C21 the introduction of correlation led to
an increase in the interelectronic separations. The origin of
this was found to be contraction of the 2p orbital in the
1P(1s2p) state for Be. This contraction was not observed
for the other ions.

The Wigner intracule can provide an alternative rational-
ization of these observations. Three regions are observed,
two positive regions one with maxima at~2,0.5! and the
other at highu and v. Between is a negative region. The
peak at~2,0.5! indicates that in the triplet state electrons with
low u and v are kept apart. However, in the singlet state
electrons with lowu and high v are more likely. This is
physically reasonable since electrons already far apart in mo-
mentum space will be less affected by the introduction of
exchange. Position intracules can be visualized as arising
from projecting the Wigner intracule onto theu axis @Eq.
~7!#. Consequently, the sign and magnitude of the peaks in
DP(u) will depend on the delicate balance between these
peaks. For Be the reduced chance of finding lowu and lowv
in the triplet state is outweighed by an increase in lowu and
high v electrons andDP(u) is unable to distinguish between
them. For the Be-like ions~Fig. 6!, as the nuclear charge
increases the tendency for the negative peak to reach beyond
the positive peak at lowu and low v decreases and conse-
quently the first peak inDP(u) will be positive. This arises
since the positive region extends to loweru as the nuclear
charge increases. A physical interpretation of this is that in

FIG. 4. Position, momentum, and Wigner intracules for the singlet states of
Be. Bottom row: ground state, second row:1P(2s2p) state, third row:
1S(2s3s) state, top row:1P(2s3p) state. Negative contours are represented
with broken lines.

FIG. 5. Be1P(2s2p) –3P(2s2p) difference intracules. Negative contours
are represented with broken lines.
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Be a significant fraction of the electron density is sufficiently
well separated in momentum space that introduction of ex-
change has little effect. However, in the ions the electrons are
increasingly close in position space, and consequently, their
relative separation in momentum space is not sufficient to
compensate. The introduction of exchange correlation will
then result in the electrons increasing their relative separa-
tions in the triplet state.

V. LARGER SYSTEMS

Intracules for formaldehyde are shown in Fig. 7 for the
ground state~HF/6-311G! and1np* and1n3s states~CIS/
6-311G!. This provides an opportunity to compare intrac-
ules for valence and Rydberg states. Since we are primarily
interested in changes in the electronic distribution upon elec-
tronic excitation, intracules for the excited states are repre-
sented as the difference in intracule densities~excited state-
ground state!.

The ground state intracules are typical of organic mol-
ecules. There is a distinct peak inP(u) corresponding to the
separation between heavy atoms andM (v) is rather feature-
less with a long tail. The change inP(u) indicates a general
increase in the separation of the electrons in the excited
states. This is particularly apparent for the1n3s state for
which there is a large shift from lowu to high u. This high-
lights the diffuse nature of the Rydberg orbital. The corre-

sponding momentum intracules of the two states have similar
shapes. These intracules are considerably more short ranged
than the position space counterparts. Both show a decrease in
the relative momentum of the electrons. This is consistent
with the electrons being excited to larger orbitals. The mag-
nitude of the changes of relative position and momentum are
significantly greater for the excitation to the Rydberg state.
The Wigner intracules illustrate these features in more detail.
For both states there is a small positive region at lowu and
low v, and a larger negative region at slightly higheru and
v. The positive peak at lowu and low v is unexpected,
particularly for the1n3s state, since an electron is being
excited to a more diffuse orbital. A possible explanation of
its origin is that in addition to excitation to a more diffuse
orbital, there is a contraction of then orbital. For the1n3s
state there is a further positive region at highu.

Figure 8 shows ground state intracules and changes in
intracule densities for the1pp* and1p3s states for butadi-
ene, computed with the 6-311G basis set. These intracules
show similar trends observed for formaldehyde. In general,
the change in intracule density is considerably more long

FIG. 6. 1P(2s2p) –3P(2s2p) Wigner difference intracules for B1 ~top!,
C21 ~middle!, and O41 ~bottom!. Negative contours are represented with
broken lines.

FIG. 7. Position, momentum, and Wigner intracules for formaldehyde. Bot-
tom row: Ground state, middle row: change in intracule densities on exci-
tation to the1np* state, top row: change in intracule densities on excitation
to the1n3s state. Negative contours are represented with broken lines.

FIG. 8. Position, momentum, and Wigner intracules for butadiene. Bottom
row: ground state, middle row: change in intracule densities on excitation to
the 1pp* state, top row: change in intracule densities on excitation to the
1p3s state. Negative contours are represented with broken lines.
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range in theu direction and is relatively short ranged inv.
This is particularly true for the Rydberg state. Furthermore,
the magnitude of the changes in the electronic distribution
with respect tou and v is much larger for the excitation to
the Rydberg state.

The difference in intracule densities between the singlet
and triplet states of formaldehyde~Fig. 9! are more complex
than for the atomic systems. However, both states have a
similar qualitative pattern, with positive regions at lowu and
v and largeu separated by a negative region. For then3s
state, there are significant differences at largeu and only a
small peak at lowu and v. For thenp* state, large differ-
ences occur at lowu. Furthermore, significant changes are
found at largev.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this article, the computation of position, momentum,
and Wigner intracules for the CIS wave function has been
described. Consequently, intracules for arbitrary excited
states can be evaluated for atomic and molecular systems.
Intracules provide valuable insight into the electronic distri-
bution. In particular, the Wigner difference intracule provides
a representation in phase space of changes that occur upon
electronic excitation. For small systems, peaks in the intrac-
ules can often be associated with particular interelectron in-
teractions. Excited state intracules for larger molecular sys-
tems have also been studied. These intracules show that
changes in intracule density are more long ranged with re-
spect tou than v. In particular, for excitations to Rydberg
states the intracules show the significant increase in the rela-
tive separations of the electrons. Furthermore, the magnitude
of the changes in intracule densities are larger for excitations
to Rydberg states.

The effects of exchange on the electronic distribution are
of fundamental interest, and have attracted considerable at-
tention. These effects are ideally represented by the Fermi

hole, however, they can be studied through the difference in
intracule density between singlet and triplet states. We have
discussed such intracules in position, momentum, and phase
space for a number of systems. We have found that a phase
space representation is necessary for understanding and ra-
tionalization of these effects, in particular for the Be-like
ions.
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